
THE DICIEST ROLEPLAYING GAME ON EARTH



1 introduction to the
GENERALA system 

Welcome to GENERALA
Thanks for taking a look at the  
GENERALA rule book. This book  
contains everything you’ll need to 
quickly run classic dungeon-crawl 
style games.

GENERALA is a rules-light system 
meant for single-shot adventures 
rather than on-going compaigns. 
It includes little in the way of 
character advancement and 
development. Instead, GENERALA 
focuses on a simple point-based 
skill purchase system and a single 
dice mechanic for all actions. 

The resolution mechanic used in 
GENERALA is one you probably 
already know - it is based on the 
dice game Generala, similar to 
the games Yacht and Poker Dice. 
Players roll dice and simulate poker 
hands with the numbers rolled. The 
higher the hand that is rolled, the 
better the roll.

GENERALA also gives the players a 
risk/reward system by letting them 
purchase a limited number of re-
rolls and other bonuses acquired 
with talent pools.

GENERALA keeps game play light 
and fast with an easy system to 
learn. Players throw a lot of dice, 
characters plow through mystical 
dungeons, felling monstrous races 
by the ton, and fun comes back to 
roleplaying.

What you’ll need to play 
GENERALA
• This rule book

• Character sheets

• Several six-sided dice

• Optional - Cards or tokens to 
represent talent pool points.



2 the GENERALA
dice mechanic

GENERALA’s main mechanic comes 
from the dice game Generala. You 
may be more familiar with variants 
such as Poker Dice and Yacht. 

You will have a group of dice, known 
as the dice pool, which you will roll 
all at once and try to make poker 
hands with the resulting numbers. 
Better hands mean higher scores.

Re-rolls
Through talents or bonuses, you 
might acquire one or more re-rolls 
that let you to try to turn a low 
scoring roll into a higher scoring 
one by rolling one or more of the 
pool again.

The dice which you want to keep 
are set to the side in the  pocket. 
Dice placed in the pocket cannot be 
rolled again until the roll is scored. 

Scoring
When you are out of re-rolls, or you 
choose not to use a re-roll, check 
the result for hands and add the 
points for all hands rolled together.

Hands can be scored any way you 
choose - so five 3’s can be played 

as a full house if you like.

Once all hands have been scored, 
add the face value of any unused 
dice to the hand’s value.

More than one hand can be scored 
in a single roll, but dice may not be 
used in more than one hand.

Hand Example Score

None - Face value 14

Three of a Kind 20

Straight 1

(at least 5 dice) 30

Full House 1 40

Four of a Kind 1 50

Five of a Kind 2 60

1 If scored without using a re-roll, +10 points
2 If scored without using a re-roll, +20 points



Race
First, choose your character’s 
race. Each race has its own set of 
bonuses. As you learn the GENERAL 
system, you’ll learn which bonuses 
work best with the way you play. 

Six basic attributes
Characters are built around six 
numerical attributes:

• Craft - Magical aptittude and 
magical abilities.

• Cunning - Deviousness. Add 
points to Cunning to create thief 
and rogue type characters.

• Caliber - Muscular development 
and fighting ability. 

• Clarity - Mental well being and 
intelligence. 

• Courage - Bravery. 

• Constitution - Toughness and 
fortitude. 

Determining starting 
attributes
You have 15 points to distribute 
across your attributes any way you 
choose with two rules - 

• All six attributes must have a 
minimum score of 1. 

• No attribute can begin the game 
higher than 6.

Hit Points
All characters start with 20 hit 
points. This is the amount of 
damage your character can take 
before they die. 

After choosing talents, make a 
Constitution roll, with any additional 
dice granted by talents, and add 
that score to your hit points total. 

Race Racial Bonus

Human Resilience - Gain 1 re-roll on all 
skill checks, attack rolls, and saves

Elf Fay Blood - All talent pools gain 1 
bonus TP each day 

Dwarf Rugged Build - Gain +3d when 
rolling hit points

Halfling Nimble Fingers - 2 re-rolls on all 
Cunning skill checks

Half Orc Toughness - +2d to all melee 
attack damage rolls

High Elf Glamour - Gain 3 additional Craft 
TP each day

creating characters in
the GENERALA system 3



Choosing Talents
Talents are abilities and bonuses 
your character can call upon during 
the game when things get tough.

Each stat has its own list of talents; 
you can “purchase” one talent from 
each level, up to the stat’s score.

Some have a Talent Point cost or 
require a check roll to use. When 
making a check, the dice pool is 
equal to the talent’s related stat. 

Weapon Talents
Your first weapon talent is free, 
and does not count toward your 
initial purchases as long as your 
attributes meet the minimum 
requirements for that weapon. 

Additional weapon talents can be 
purchased using the minimum 
requirement as the talent’s 
attribute and level.

Freebie talents
The following talents are inate to 
all adventurers and do not count 
toward your initial talent purchases.

Balance Courage

Maintain footing in difficult 
circumstances.

Climb Cunning

Climbing more difficult than a tree. 

Kick Cunning

Attack dice pool is the character’s 
Cunning. Damage is 3d.

4 Talents - choosing
and using abilities

Example: Buying Talents

Vincent wants his character to be more 
focused on fighting, so he puts 4 points 
into his character’s Caliber.

When taking talents, he chooses one from 
each caliber level, up to 4, and he decides 
on Combat Training (level 1), Defensive 
Stance (level 2), Rage (level 3), and 
Heirloom Weapon (level 4). 

This takes up all four of his Caliber points.

Example: Weapon Talents

Angie’s character has a 6 Cunning and a 
4 Courage. Since she meets the minimum 
requirement of a Cunning 5 to use it, she 
takes a scimitar as her free weapon. 

Toward the end of choosing talents, Angie 
decides to take a ranged weapon as well 
and decides on a crossbow - which has 
a requirement of 4 Courage. Crossbow 
counts as her level 4 Courage talent.
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Lie Clarity

The ability to convincingly distort facts.

Listen Clarity

The ability to hear faint or distant sounds.

Punch Constitution

Attack pool is the character’s 
Constitution. Damage dice pool is 2d.

Sneak Cunning

How stealthily your character can move.

Spot Clarity

A tendency to notice small details.

Intimidate Courage

The target you are intimidating may 
attempt to resist by making a Clarity 
check, with a success number equal to 
your Intimidate check score. 

Save Against Fear Courage

Defend against fear effects

Save Against Magic Craft

Defend against spells. 

Save Against Poison Constitution

The ability to resist the effects of poisons.

Spells
Some talents allow characters to 
use magic spells. There are four 
different schools of magic:

• Destruction - Spells of combat, 
meant to hurt opponents.

• Mysticism - Natural magic, the 

spells of the forests.

• Holy - Magical abilities given by 
the gods to their followers.

• Invocation - High level general 
magical abilities. 

Once your character has acquired 
a spell school, you can choose 
any spells from that list as well as 
General magic spells as talents. 

Using Talents
A check is a roll compared to a 
target number, exactly as described 
in Chapter 2. If the score of your 
roll is equal to or higher than your 
target number, the talent you were 
attempting to use is a success.

When making talent checks, the 
dice pool is equal to the talent’s 
attribute score.

The default target for all checks is 
20. However, the Game Master may 
add additional points, known as a 
difficulty, to the target to reflect a 
greater challenge. 

Example: making a talent check

Doug is to making a check against a 
Cunning skill. His Cunning score is 3. 

Doug rolls three dice and gets: 

for a score of 10. Since this was a basic 
check, Doug needed a 20 to succeed. The 
check is a failure.
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Assistance Dice
Before making any check roll, you 
may declare that your character is 
expending extra effort on the task. 
This allows you to enhance your roll 
by purchasing assistance dice.

Pick another attribute and state 
how that attribute would make a 
difference in what you’re trying 
to do. If the explanation does not 
make sense, the Game Master 
may deny your request to use 
assistance dice.

Assistance dice cost 1 TP per die 
from the assisting stat’s pool. You 
may purchase as many as you have 
TP to spend, but you may only use 
one attribute per check to add 
assistance dice. Assisted dice can 
be used to make attack rolls.

Re-rolls
As described in Section 2, if you 
have re-rolls available, you may 
choose to roll some or all of your 
dice again. The dice you keep are 
placed in the pocket.

In addition to re-rolls granted by 
talents and racial abilities, one re-
roll can be gained on any check 
by spending 1 TP from the talent’s 
attribute. This purchase can be 
made any time during the check 
process, even after dice have been 
rolled. This re-roll can be purchased 
for damage rolls.

Bonuses and Penalties
The Game Master may decide that 
the action you are trying to perform 
is more difficult than normal and 
add a penalty, or your character 
may have a talent or ability which 
gives you a bonus. Penalties and 
bonuses come in two styles - target 
modifiers and dice modifiers. 

A target modifier is a number applied 
to the check’s target number. For 
example, if your character is given 
a +10 penalty, the target you need 
to roll is now 30 (the base 20 target 
plus the 10 point penalty). 

A dice modifier changes the 
number of dice in the pool. If the 
check is given a +1d bonus, then 
add an extra die to your dice pool 
before rolling. Likewise, if there’s a 

Example: Assistance dice

Jo is attempting to use her Balance talent 
to walk across a narrow walkway. Her 
Cunning is 3, giving her three dice in her 
dice pool. She needs a 20 to succeed.

Jo declares that her character is going to 
take a moment to summon up all of her 
courage before stepping out. Jo spends 
one Courage TP, then adds 1 die to her dice 
pool. 

She then rolls her dice pool and gets a 
result of : 

for a total of 22 (20 for the three of a kind 
+ 2 = 22). 

Jo’s character successfully navigates 
across the walkway.
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-1d penalty, subtract a die from the 
pool before rolling the check. 

Opposed Checks
If two characters find themselves 
in opposition to each other on 
the same skill or stat they make 
an opposed check (ex. an arm 
wrestling competition would be an 
opposed check on constitution, a 
card game might be an opposed 
check on cunning). 

In these cases, both players make 
straight rolls on their dice pools. 
The character with the highest 
resulting score wins. 

During contested rolls, you may 
wait until your opponent has rolled 
before using a re-roll. 

Talent points and talent pools
Some talents cost points to use, 
known as talent points, or TP. 
Each attribute has its own points 
to spend, known as its talent pool, 
and the cost to use a talent comes 
from its related attribute’s pool.

Each day, your character’s six 
talent pools refill with TP, up to the 
attribute’s score. 

Keeping track of talent pools
As characters use their talents, 
they learn and get better. This is 
called experience. Move spent 
talent points over to your experiece. 

We’ll cover using experience points 
in chapter 6.

Example: Opposed Checks

Bruce’s half-orc is involved in an arm 
wrestling competition. He’s got a 5 
Constitution, his opponent has a 6. 

Bruce rolls his dice pool and gets -

for 29 points (20 for three of a kind + 4 + 5 
= 29). His opponent rolls and gets

for 43 points (40 for the full house + 3 = 
43). Bruce uses a re-roll, keeping his 2’s. 
Bruces roll is now

Bruce now has a score of 56 (50 points 
for the four-of-a-kind + 6 = 56). Bruce’s 
character wins.



5 combat, weapon
damage, and injury

Combat is done in a series of rounds. 
Each character gets one turn per 
round during which they may perform 
the following in any order -

• Action - Characters can perform 
one simple action (such as 
drawing a weapon, putting on 
armor, or opening a door) or make 
use of one non-combat skills.

• Movement - characters can 
move up to 5’, plus 1’ for every 
point of Caliber. 

• Attack / Magic - characters can 
make one attack each turn or 
cast a spell.

Turn Order
At the start of combat, every 
character involved makes a Caliber 
roll. Character turns are ordered 
from highest score to lowest. 

Holding Your Action
You may give up your action, 
movement and attack this turn in 
exchange for moving to the top of 
the turn order starting with the next 
round. This change is permanent  
unless another character holds 
their action as well.

Running
You may sacrifice your action and 
attack for this turn to double this 
round’s movment.

Combat Checks
Attacks use checks to determine if 
they hit. The dice pool for an attack 
roll is the weapon talent’s attribute. 
Assistance dice and re-roll rules 
apply to combat checks.

Assisted Combat
If multiple party members are 
engaged with the same opponent, 
all engaged party members gain 
+1d to melee attack rolls against 
that opponent.

Damage
Each weapon has its own damage 
dice pool. After a hit, the damage roll 
is made and the score subtracted 
from the target’s hit points.

Attack Ranges
Punches, kicks, and weapons with 
melee range can only be used 
against targets you are engaged 
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with, meaning the target is within 
reaching distance. 

A numeric range is the weapon’s  
effective range, the distance from 
teh attacker to the target without 
incurring a penalty. A +1 penalty 
per foot is added to the target 
number of attacks made over the 
weapon’s effective range.

Armor
There are two numbers that 
affect how armor is applied, AR 
and AD. The Armor Rating, or AR,  
is treated as a difficulty to the 
attack roll. The Armor Defense, or 
AD, is the amount of damage the 
armor blocks. 

Some talents and weapons modify 
armor. The AR or AD is modified 
before being applied to either the 
target number of the attack or the 
score of the damage roll. 

Dodging Attacks
Instead of relying on your armor 
to absorb an attack, you can try to 
dodge the attack instead.

A dodge is made by giving up your 
movement for the turn and making a 
contested roll betwen your cunning 
and the attackers attack roll. If your 
roll is higher, the attack is dodged. 

Ranged attacks cannot be dodged.

Parrying Attacks
If you’ve already moved or can’t or 
won’t give up your move, you can 
opt to parry. Parrying is done by 
sacrificing your attack this turn and 
making a contested roll between 
your weapon talent and the attack 
roll. If the parry roll scores higher 
than the attack, the attack is parried.

Using Magic
Magic spell attacks are treated as 
ranged weapons, the caster must 
hit the target before applying the 
spell’s effect. If not specified, the 
spell’s effective range is ten times 
the related stat’s level.

Saving Against Magic / 
Poisons / Fear
Although characters cannot save 
against magical attacks, they can 
save against some magic spells 
that affect them directly. To do 

Example: Combat

Nathan’s opponent has 10 AR/20 AD armor. 
Nathan’s attack target number is 30 (20 
base plus 10 for AR). Nathan’s weapon is 
based on Caliber, which is a 5. Nathan rolls 5 
dice and gets:

for an attack score of 31, the attack is a 
success. Nathan’s weapon has 4 damage. 
Nathan rolls:

for a total damage of 22. After subtracting the 
target’s 20 AD, Nathan hit his target for only 2 
hit points of damage.
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this, they make a roll on their Save 
Against Magic ability. If their roll 
scores higher than the spell’s roll, 
they have resisted the effects of 
the spell. 

Poisons have their own dice pools 
that are rolled when used against a 
character. The defending character 
may then roll on their Save Against 
Poison ability and, if their score is 
higher than the poison’s roll, the 
poison has no effect on them. 

Fear abilities have an automatic 
target number. When saving 
aganist fear, roll on the Save 
Against Fear ability and compare it 
to the fear’s check number. If your 
roll is higher, you have resisted the 
fear effect. 

Dead
If your character’s hit points are  
zero or less, they are almost dead. 
When this happens, ignore any 
negative hit points and set the 
character’s current hit points to 
zero. The character may not move, 
attack, or make any action. 

Healing effects can be applied to 
the character until their next turn. 
However, if the character is not 
healed above zero by their next 
turn, the character is dead for good.  



6 increasing abilities
and getting stronger

When spent, talent points are 
moved into the character’s 
experience pile. Experience is used 
to acquire bonuses.

Once used to purchase a bonus, 
experiences points are discarded 
permanently.

When an attribute is increased, the 
player may add a talent from the 
new level for that atribute. If the 
attribute is raised to 7 or higher, 
the player may choose a talent 
from any level. 

Because GENERALA is not 
intended for long “campaign” style 
role-playing, no further provisions 
for character development are 
provided beyond the list above.

Used TP Bonus

1 +1 assist die for any check or 
attack.

2 +1d to any damage pool

5 +1 TP to any talent pool.

5 +1 re-roll to any check

10 Raise any attribute by 1 point. 1



7 talent and
spell descriptions

Key
 = TP cost to use ability

© = A check is required for this talent

Caliber talents

Pummel Bash 1

After any melee attack, regardless of 
success, make a punching attack. 

Combat training  1

Gain one re-roll on all attack rolls.

Shining Star  1

Gain 1 additional craft TP each day.

Natural Talent  1

Gain 1 re-roll on all melee damage rolls.

Battle Magic  1

Gain +2d on all magic attack rolls.

Chain Attack  2

After an attack, make an additional melee 
attack on any target within range. 

Defensive Weapon 2

Gain 1 parry attempt each turn that does 
not cost your attack for that turn.

Thrown Weapon  2

Make a ranged attack with any 1-handed 
weapon. Effective range for the attack is 
10’. Penalty of -1d applies to the damage 
pool. 

Protective Stance  2

Give up this round’s movement to gain 
+20 AR for this turn.

Strike True  2

Gain +1d on your next melee attack. If 
successful, double the damage pool. 

Brutality  2

Gain +1d to all melee damage rolls.

Aimed Attack  3

Sacrifice this turn’s attack and gain +2d 
to a ranged attack next turn.

Rage  3

On a successful melee attack, gain 
another attack against the same target.

Hamstring  3

On successful melee attack, reduce 
opp’s move by 1/2. 

Rolling Dodge  3

After dodging, move behind the opponent 
and make a free attack against them. 
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Heirloom Weapon  4

One of your weapons is an heirloom. Gain 
+1d to all attack rolls using this weapon.

Martial Arts Training  4

Gain +2d to kick attack damage pools.

Power Shot  4

Add Caliber to the damage dice pool for 
one ranged attack. 

Rapid Reload  5

Gain a second ranged attack this turn. 

Mighty Slash  5

When doing 30+ damage with any 
Caliber weapon, the opponent’s armor 
is destroyed. Natural armor takes a 
permanent -20 AR penalty.

Knock ‘is Block Off 5

Do not roll damage on a successful 
attack, the score you rolled to hit is also 
the damage applied to your opponent. 

Shiv ‘im in the Ribs  5

When attacking an opponent from 
behind ignore the opponent’s AR. 

Blind Fighting  5

You may still attack when blinded or 
fighting invisible targets, but take an 
addtional +20 difficulty on all attack rolls.

Heavy Armor Training 6

You can wear heavy armors in combat.

Weapon Master 6

When rolling 4 or more dice on a damage 
roll, gain +1 re-roll.

Harmony  6

You can use Mysticism and General 
spells.

Hardening  6

Gain +3d when rolling hit points.

Backstab  6

After a successful dodge, gain a melee 
attack against your opponent. If your 
weapon is a Cunning weapon, ignore the 
opponent’s AR and AD. 

Clarity talents

Studious Mind 1

Gain +1d on all spell rolls.

Blind Panic  1

Gain a +2d bonus to all dodge and parry 
rolls, but take +10 difficulty for all attacks 
and talent checks for 2 turns. 

Shield Bash  1

Make a punching attack against any 
target engaged with you. If successful, 
roll punching damage +1d and the target 
loses their next attack. 

Surprise Attack  1

Gain -10 target bonus when making 
an attack against any target already 
engaged with another party member. 

Identify Magic  1

Explains what a magical charm does. 

Formidable  1

Gain +2 dice to all attack rolls when 
using a 2-handed weapon.
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Fit as a Fiddle  1

Gain 1 reroll when rolling hit points.

Detect Magic 2

Determine if an item is magic. Also 
detects magic up to 200’ away. 

Detect Traps  2

Examine boxes, walls, and doors to 
determine if they are trapped. ©

Fleet Foot  2

Double your movement rate.

Slashing Attack  2

Gain +2d to your damage dice pool when 
attack with a 1-handed weapon.

Clear Thoughts 2

Add 1d to any non-combat dice pool. 

Luck  3

Gain an additional re-do on any non-
combat check. 

Clear Mind  3

Regain 1d Caliber TP, up to your 
maximum amount. 

Steady Hand 3

Regain 1d Cunning TP, up to your 
maximum amount. 

Dual Wield  3

Use two 1-handed weapons 
simultaneously. Do damage for both 
weapons to one target; attack two 
different targets with one attack action; 
or attack with one weapon and gain a 
free parry this turn with the other. 

Dead Eye  3

Gain +3d to your next ranged attack roll. 

Deviousness  3

Gain an extra 1 TP to Cunning each day, 
even if this is goes above your max.

True Shot  3

Gain +1d on all ranged damage rolls.

Luck, Enhanced  4

When making re-rolls, you may remove 
and re-roll dice that have already been 
placed into your pocket.

Keen Eye  4

Gain +1d to all Spot check rolls.

Sly Blade  5

When attacking with any Cunning 
weapon, take a +10 penalty, but ignore 
your opponents AR. 

Killing Shot  5

Add +2d to a ranged attack damage 
pool. 

Strength of the Soul 5

Gain +1d to all Resist Magic checks for 
2 turns.

Wolf Sidekick 5

A wolf is your companion. The wolf has a 
Caliber of 4, has 50 hit points, and has a 
bite which attacks for 4 dice and does 4 
dice damage. 

Eye of Quiggley  6

Double the effective range of all ranged 
attacks.
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Wizard  6

You may use Invocation and General spells.

Won’t Stay Down  6

Make a 1d roll and immediately gain that 
many Constitution TP, even if this puts 
you over your daily limit. 

Constitution talents

Detect Hidden Doors  1

Find secret doors and concealed 
passageways. This talent gives a +1d 
bonus to all Detect Traps checks. ©

Light Armor  1

You can wear light armor in combat.

Solid Build  1

Gain +1d when rolling hit points.

Succor  1

Gain +1d when rolling healing effects for 
any spell you’ve cast.

Flanking  1

After defeating an opponent, gain a 
free move if it will allow you to engage 
another target. 

Running Attack  1

Move up to twice your movement rate 
and gain +1d to one melee attack roll. 

First Aid  2

Make a 2d roll and add the score to the 
target’s HP, up to their max HP. 

Thick Skin  2

Reduce all non-magical damage taken by 10.

Toughness  2

Add +1d to the dice pool when rolling hit 
points during character creation.

Power Attack  3

Add your Constitution score to the 
damage dice pool for a melee attack. 

Knockback  3

If you roll a Straight or better on a melee 
attack roll, your opponent loses their next 
action and movement.

Shoulder Bash  3

After a successful parry, make a free punch 
attack. If you roll a Straight or better, your 
opponent loses their next turn. 

Swinging Charge  4

Move twice your movement and engage 
a target. If you make a successful melee 
attack against that target this turn, add 
your Constitution to the damage pool. 

Tracking  4

Follow a target by footprints, etc., with a 
+20 difficulty in urban areas. ©

Body Slam  4

On successful punch or kick attack, the 
opponent loses their next turn. 

Brawny  4

Add +2d to all punch damage pools.

Endurance  5

Restore 4d hit points. 

Grizzly Appearance  5

Opponents not saving against fear suffer 
+20 difficulty to all attack rolls against you.
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Brute  6

Gain +3D when rolling hit points. 

Mage  6

You can use Destruction and General spells.

Intimidation  6

Opponents engaged with you must save 
against fear or flee. Those saving are at 
-20 to attacks against you for 2 turns. 

Courage talents

Quickness 1

Gain +1d to all initiative rolls.

Confidence  1

Gain a +1d bonus to all melee attack rolls.  

Keep on Fighting 1

Regain 1d Constitution TP.  

Mark Enemy  1

Choose on target to mark. Until the end 
of combat, all of your attacks against the 
chosen target gain a +2d bonus.  

Know Your Weapon  1

When rolling a Straight or better to hit while 
using any Caliber weapon, doubled the 
number of dice in your damage roll pool. 

Focus  1

Gain +2d to all save against fear rolls.

Disarm  1

When rolling a Straight or better on 
any melee attack, you may reduce your 
damage pool by half but cause your 
opponent to lose their weapon. 

Put your Shoulder Into It  2

Sacrifice this turn’s move to gain +1d on 
your next attack roll and +2d damage if 
the attack succeeds. 

I Saw That Coming 2

Automatically parry any attack made 
against you that makes use of a feat. 
 ©

Damn You’re Good  2

Gain 1 re-roll on all combat rolls. 

Medium Armor  2

You can wear medium armor in combat.

Lying Bastard  3

Gain a -10 bonus per TP spent when 
making a Lie check. 

Mighty Rage  3

On a successful attack, ignore 
opponent’s AD rating. 

Tough Guy  3

Take half damage from melee attacks.

Intimidating Aura  3

Opponents failing to save against fear at 
the beginning of combat will not attack 
you for two turns unless attacked first.

Brothers in Arms 4

Remove any fear effect currently on a 
party member. 

Berserker Rage  4

Ignore all fear effects and gain +1d to 
all attack rolls for 4 turns, but suffer -10 
AR. 
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Fury of Battle  4

Your next melee attack roll takes a 
+20 penalty, but gains +3d damage if 
successful. 

Run ‘im Down  4

Move up to your full movement and 
engage a target. If you make a successful 
melee attack against that target this 
round, the target loses their next turn. 

War Cry  5

All opponents failing to save against fear 
suffer -20 to all attacks this round and 
the next. 

Courageous Shout  5

Party members gain a +1d bonus to save 
against Fear for this round and next. 

Rallying Cry  5

All party members gain +1d to attack 
rolls, parries, and dodges this round and 
the next. 

Shield 5

Gain +10 AD against all melee attacks 
when using a 1-handed weapon. You can 
also attempt to parry ranged attacks.

Savagery  6

When rolling a Straight or better on a 
melee attack, all opponents engaged 
with you lose their next turn. 

Piety  6

You may use Holy and General spells

Protector  6

All party members engaged with same 
opponent as you gain +10 AR. 

Craft talents

Feet Don’t Fail Me Now 1

Gain +1d to all dodge rolls.

Healthy Living  1

Gain +1d when rolling for Hit Points 
during character creation.

Attention to Detail  1

Gain a -10 difficulty bonus to any non-
combat talent check. 

Smokescreen  1

Drop a smoke bomb and move your full 
movement, even if you’ve moved this 
turn, or gain +20 AR for two turns. 

Unseen Shot  1

Gain +1d to a ranged attack against a 
target engaged with a party member. 

Onrush  1

Gain +2d to a melee attack roll if this is the 
first attack you’ve made against this target. 

Direction Sense  2

You always know what direction you’re 
going. You can try to retrace your steps by 
making a check.  ©

Inspiring Parry  2

When you make a successful parry, all 
party members gain +1d to their next 
attack rolls this turn only.

First Aid, Enhanced  3

Add +2d to all effect rolls when casting 
healing spells or using healing skills.
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Low Magic  3

You can cast General spells. 

Second Wind  4

Gain Constitution TP up to your 
maximum. 

Find the Weak Spot 4

Add 3d to a ranged attack roll. 

Summon Power 4

Gain Clarity TP up to your maximum. 

Prayer  5

Gain 1d Courage TP up to your maximum. 

Natural Healing  5

Target regains 4d hit points. Must be able 
to touch the target. 

Cunning talents

Wirey Build 1

Add +1d when rolling hit points during 
character creation. 

Feint 1

Gain 1 re-roll for all melee attack rolls. 

Acrobat 1

Gain +10 to all Climb and Jump checks.

Poison Immunity 1

Add +2d to all poison saves.

Run Away! 1

After a successful dodge, move up to 
your full movement, even if you’ve moved 
already this turn.

Excellent Hearing 1

Gain +1d to all Listen checks.

Blinding Dust 2

Throw dust in your opponent’s eyes. They 
suffer a +40 penalty on all attack and 
talent rolls for 2 turns. May only be used 
on targets within melee range 

Crooked Blade 2

Add +2d to the damage pool of any 
Cunning weapon attack. 

Double Kick 2

When rolling a Straight or better on a 
successful kick, you may immediately roll 
another kick attack for free. 

Steal 3

The ability to take objects from pockets 
or similar without being seen. ©

How’d You Do That? 3

Change the value of any die rolled and 
place it into the pocket. 

Leg Sweep  3

On any named hand while making a kick 
attack, your opponent loses their next turn.

Where’d You Go? 3

Gain 1 re-do on all dodge attempts.

Extra Sneaky 4

Gain +2d when making sneak rolls. 

Is That Your Best Shot? 4

Automatically parry any melee attack 
(if Shield is available, you may use this 
talent to automatically parry ranged 
attacks). 
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Where’d That Come From? 4

Change the value of one die in the pocket 
to a value of your choice in place of 
making a re-roll. 

Pick Locks 5

Open locked doors, chests, and other 
key-based locks. ©

Supple Wrist 5

Gain +2d to all Cunning weapon attacks.

Disable Traps 6

Render discovered traps harmless by 
disabling their mechanisms. ©

Spells

Destruction Spells

Sharpen Weapon Con 1

Target weapon gains +1d it’s damage for 
3 turns. 

Fireball Con 2

A ranged attack with an effective range 
of 40’ that does 5d to the target on a hit, 
3d on a miss. Everyone within 20’ of the 
target takes 3d, regardless of success. 

Magic Shield Con 2

Functions as a normal shield for three 
turns. Shield talent is not required. 

Acid Spray Craft 3

On a successful hit, the target’s armor 
suffers a permanent -10 AR and -5 AD. If 
this brings either rating to 0, the armor is 
destroyed. Targets can be up to 20’ away 
from the caster.

Balefire Craft 4

Does 4d damage everyone within 30’. 

Chain Lightning Con 4

On a successful Lightning attack, you 

may attempt a second Lightning attack 
on another target within 20’ of the first.

Freezing Wind Con 5

This spell is cast on a spot up to 40’ 
away, and everyone within 20’ of target 
area takes 3d damage and must save 
against magic or become immobilized for 
2 turns. 

Magic Fist Con 5

Roll this attack as a punch. If successful, 
this attack does 6d damage that 
bypasses the target’s armor. 

Mysticism Spells

Breath Water Cal 1

Breath safely underwater for up to 1 
minute per level this spell. 

Healing Herbs Cal 1

Target regains 4d hit points. Target must 
be within touching distance. 

Oaken Armor Con 1

Caster’s skin becomes rugged and bark-
like for 3 turns. Gain a +20 AD bonus. 
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Elixir Con 1

Regain 1d Caliber TP, up to your max. 

Magic Arrow Cal 2

Make a ranged attack with an effective 
range of 40’ that does 4d damage. 

Sticky Floor Cal 2

Cast this spell on a spot up to 40’ away. 
Anyone getting within 20’ of the target 
spot is at 1/2 movement for 2 turns. 

Dominate Creature Cal 3

The target creature must save vs. magic 
or come under the caster’s complete 
control for 3 rounds. 

Grabby Vines Cal 3

The target and all opponents within 10’ of 
the target are immobilized for two turns. 

Protective Dome Craft 3

Creates a 20’ wide shield around you. 
Nothing can pass through it, and it  
will take 300 points of damage before 
breaking. Will vanish in three turns. 

Root Wall Cal 4

Creates a wall of roots 10’ wide and 30’ 
long that shoot up through floor up to 40’ 
away from the caster. The wall takes 200 
hit points to destroy. Fire does double 
damage to the root wall. 

Sleep Cal 4

The target must save vs. magic or sleep 
for 4 turns. 

Confusion Cal 4

The target must save against magic 
or become confused, taking -1d to all 
checks and attacks. 

Regenerate Cal 5

Target gains 2d HP per turn for the next 
three turns, up to their maximum HP. 

Spirit Bear Cal 5

Summoned for 4 rounds with a Caliber of 
5 and claws which attack with 5 dice and 
do 6 dice of damage. The bear has 60 hit 
points and an armor of 10 AR / 10 AD. 

Holy Spells 

Blessing Cour 1

All party members gain +1d to all checks 
for two turns. 

Light Healing Cour 1

Target regains 3d hit points. Target may 
be up to 20’ away. 

Light Arrow Con 1

Make a ranged attack with an effective 
range of 30’ that does 3d damage, 6d 
against undead.  

Cure Poison Craft 2

Removes all poison effects from the 
target. Must touch the target to cast.  

Protecting Aura Cour 2

All party members gain +20 AR this turn 
and next.  

Healing Light Cour 3

All party members gain a 3d roll to their 
hit points, up to their maximum.  

Holy Light  Cour 3

Undead may not move close enough to 
engage you for 3 turns. If you move to 
engage, the undead must move away. 
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Spell Armor Craft 3

The target’s armor reflects all magic 
attacks this turn and next. 

Banish Cour 4

A ranged attack with an effective range 
of 45’ that does 4d damage to undead. 
On a Straight or better to hit, the damage 
pool is increased to 6d. 

Holy Fire Craft 4

Made as a ranged attack with an 
effective range of 30’. Target undead 
burnsfor 3d per turn for 3 turns. 

Heal, Enhanced Craft 5

Add 3d to the roll when using Heal, 
Healing Light, or Regenerate. 

Reflection Cour 5

Instead of a dodge roll against a magic 
attack, make a check against this spell. If 
successful, the magic attack is reflected 
back on its caster. 

Control Undead Cour 5

Target undead must save against magic or 
come under the control of the caster.  

Invocation Spells

Bubble Shield  Clar 1

Creates a shield around the caster which 
adds +20 to all ranged attacks against 
the caster for 3 turns. 

Invisibility Clar 2

Become invisible for 3 turns. 

Magical Force Craft 2

You are surrounded by a magical field 

that will absorb up to 50 hit points of 
damage before vanishing. This field 
vanishes automatically after 3 rounds. 

Hold Clar 3

The target must save against magic or 
become immobile for two turns. 

Magic Grenade Clar 3

Explodes on impact. On impact, the target 
and everyone within 10’ of them takes 3d 
damage. Effective range is 50’. 

Levitation Clar 4

Lift any item or creature, up to 100 lbs x 
Clarity, for up to 3 rounds. 

Flight, Enhanced Clar 4

Doubles Fly movement rate. 

Magic Bomb Clar 4

Sets a magic mark on the ground or floor 
that activates next round. If anyone gets 
within 5’ of the spell, it explodes, hitting 
everyone within 30’ for 7d damage. 

Teleport Clar 5

Teleports an object or person within 30’ 
of the caster, up to twice the caster’s 
size, up to 30’ in any direction. Target 
may save against magic to avoid this. 

Blink Clar 6

Moves the caster up to 40’ in any 
direction, even through walls. 

General Spells

Create Light Courage 1

Enough light to illuminate an area 50’ 
around the caster. 
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See invisible Craft 1

See invisible targets for 3 turns. 

Magic Rope Craft  1

Creates a rope 100’ long and completely 
unbreakable. 

Unlock Craft 2

Opens any lock. 

Reveal Hidden Craft 2

Reveals hidden objects and mechanisms. 

Magic Bolt Craft 2

A ranged attack with an effective range 
of 60’ that does 4d damage. 

Magic Armor Con 3

Creates magical armor around you with a 
20 AR and 30 AD for this round and the 
next. 

Stun Craft 3

Ranged attack Target must save against 
magic or lose their next turn. 

Blind Craft 3

Target may save vs. magic or be at a +50 
on all actions for two turns. No attack roll 
need be made. 

Heal Craft 4

Restores 4d hit points to any target up to 
40’ away. 

Slow Craft 4

Target must save against magic or have 
their movement reduced by 1/2 for two 
turns. No attack roll need be made. 

Reveal Craft 5

Causes hidden doors, passages, and 
devices secreted to open hidden doors 
and passages to become visible. 

Flight Craft 5

Move up to your full movement in any 
direction for 3 turns. 

Lightning Craft 5

Effective range of 40’, 4d damage. If the 
attack roll includes a named hand, the 
target is stunned for 3 turns. 
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Weapons and Weapon Talents

Weapon Dmg Rng Attr Min Hands Bonus

Sword 3 m Cal 2 1

Hand Axe 4 m Cal 3 1 -10 to opponent’s AR

Throwing Axe 3 10’ Cal 4 1 -10 to opponent’s AR

Long Sword 4 m Cal 5 2 +10 to wielder’s AR

Great Sword 5 m Cal 5 2 -20 to opponent’s AR

Bow, Long 4 80’ Cal 5 2 -20 to opponent’s AR

Battle Axe 6 m Cal 6 2 -10 to opponent’s AR

War Staff 3 10’ Craft 4 2 +20 to wielder’s AR

Short Sword 2 m Clar 1 1 +10 to wielder’s AR

Dart 2 20’ Clar 2 1

Bow, Short 3 40’ Clar 4 2 -10 to opponent’s AR

Club 3 m Con 1 1

Mace / Hammer 4 m Con 4 1 -20 to opponents AR

Maul 4 m Con 3 2 -15 to opponent’s AR

Pole Arm 4 10’ Con 4 2
-10 to opponent’s AR
+10 to wielder’s AR

Warhammer 6 m Con 6 2 -20 to opponents AR

Javelin 3 30’ Cour 2 1 -20 to opponents AR
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Damage
The dice pool rolled on a successful 
hit. The score is subtracted from 
the from the target’s hit points.

Range
The effective range of the weapon 
from the attacker to the target. 

If the target is farther than the 
weapon’s effective range, a 
difficulty is applied to the attack of 
+1 per foot over.

A range of m requires that the 
character be engaged (within 
reaching distance) of the target. 

Attribute
This is the related attribute for the 
weapon talent. The talent’s level is 
equal to the attribute.

Minimum
This is the minimum level the 
related attribute must be at before 
the character can have the talent.

Bonus
Any bonuses that affect how the 
weapon is used are listed here.

Weapon Dmg Rng Attr Min Hands Bonus

Staff / Bo 3 10’ Cour 2 2
+10 to wielder’s AR
+1d to all parry attempts

Pole Axe 4 10’ Cour 3 2 +20 to wielder’s AR

Crossbow 5 30’ Cour 4 2
-20 to opponent’s AR
-20 to opponent’s AD

Morning Star 3 m Cour 5 2
-10 to opponent’s AR
+10 to wielder’s AR

Dagger 2 m Cun 1 1 -10 to opponent’s AR

Throwing Knife 2 20’ Cun 2 1 -5 to opponent’s AR

Sling 2 20’ Cun 3 1

Scimitar 3 m Cun 5 1 -20 to opponent’s AR
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Armors

AR
This is the armor rating, applied 
as a difficulty to all attacks made 
against the wearer. 

AD
This is the armor defense, the 
amount of damage blocked from all 
attacks made against the wearer. 

Bonus
Any bonuses that affect how the 
weapon is used are listed here.

Weight
The character must have a talent 
to use the weight listed. Armor 
talents do progress backwards, so 
a character with the Heavy Armor 
talent can wear medium and light 
armors as well.

Armor AR AD Bonus Wt

Heavy Cloth 5 +1d to all dodge attempts n/a

Leather 10 +2d to all dodge attempts when using 
Short Sword, Dagger, Bow, or Scimitar Light

Hide 10 Light

Studded Leather 20 5 +1d to all 1-handed weapon attacks Medium

Hauberk 30 10 Medium

Breast Plate 20 20 Medium

Chitin/Bark 10 10 If Con or Cal are 4 or higher, gain either 
Grizzly Appearance or Confusion for free Medium

Splint 20 30 +1d to all parry rolls when using any type 
of Sword or Axe Heavy

Platemail 40 40 Heavy
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Poisons

Poison Dice Affect

Blinding Spray 4 +30 penalty on all skills and attacks for 2 turns. All 
creatures within 10’ of the target must save.

Infectious Wound 5 5 HP of damage each round, +20 penalty on all skills 
and attacks, for 4 rounds

Strong Venom 5 5 HP of damage per round for 5 rounds

Weak Venom 4 1 HP of damage per round for 5 rounds

Disorienting Poison 4 +20 on all skills and attacks for 4 turns

Other Gear
Party members are assumed to be 
experienced adventurers. 

As such, they may bring a 
“reasonable” amount of gear 
with them on the journey such as 
torches, rope, bedrolls, and food. 
There are only two rules governing 
the equipped gear party members 
may bring -

1. the GM must approve all gear 
brought along on the adventure. 
Items or quantities of items that 
the GM rules fall outside of 
“reasonable” are not brought. 

2. The gear list must be decided 
before the adventure begins. 
Once the game begins, no 
additional gear may be added to 

the character’s equipment list.
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8 Sample
character templates

The following pages contain 
templates for character classes. 
These are not intended to be 
requirements, but are here to give 
players a better idea of how talents 
can be put together to create 
certain types of characters. 

None of these templates use all of 
the points available. Players can 
base their character on a template 

but are still free to customize their 
character by adding or changing 
the talents used.

These templates are also simplified 
in that they put all points into two 
stats. Experienced players may 
find more useful combinations by 
spreading their points across three 
or more stats.

Warrior

Caliber 6, Constitution 5 

Caliber
• Defensive Weapon, 2

• Rolling Dodge, 3

• Aimed Attack, 4

• Knock ‘is Block Off, 5

• Heavy Armor, 6

Constitution
• Thick skin, 2

• Power Attack, 3

• Swinging Charge, 4

• Endurance, 5

Thief

Cunning 6, Clarity 5

Cunning
• Steal, 3

• Extra Sneaky, 4

• Pick Locks, 5

• Disable Traps, 6

Clarity
• Detect Traps, 2

• Steady Hand, 3

• Sly Blade, 5
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Wizard

Craft 5, Clarity 6

Clarity
• Detect Magic, 1

• Identify Magic, 2

• Wizard, 6

Invocation Spells
• Magic Grenade, Clarity 3

General Spells
• Create Light, Craft 1

• Magic Bolt, Craft 2

• Heal, Craft 4

• Lightning, Craft 5

Cleric

Craft 5, Courage 6

Courage
• Piety, 6

Holy Spells
• Blessing, Courage 1

• Healing Light, Courage 3

• Holy Fire, Craft, 4

• Banish, Courage 4

• Heal, Enhanced, Courage 5

• Prayer, Craft 5

Barbarian

Courage 5, Constitution 6

Courage
• Medium Armor, 2

• Mighty Rage, 3

• Berserker Rage, 4

• War Cry, 5

Constitution
• Thick Skin, 2

• Shoulder Bash, 3

• Brawny, 4

• Brute, 5

• Grizzly Appearance, 6

Archer

Caliber 5, Clarity 6

Clarity
• Surprise Attack, 1

• Dead Eye, 3

• True Shot, 4

• Eye of Quiggley, 6

Caliber
• Chain Attack, 1

• Power Shot, 4
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Monk

Courage 6, Constitution 5

Constitution
• Power Attack, 3

• Swinging Charge, 4

Courage
• Piety, 6

• Holy Spells

• Protecting Aura, Courage,  2

• Spell Armor, Courage 3

Assassin

Cunning 5, Caliber 6

Cunning
• Poison Immunity, 1

• Blinding Dust, 2

• How’d You Do That?, 3

• Extra Sneaky, 4

Caliber
• Defensive Weapon, 2

• Rolling Dodge, 3

• Shiv ‘im in the Ribs, 5

• Backstab, 6

Druid

Caliber 6, Clarity 5

Caliber
• Harmony, 6

Mysticism Spells
• Elixir, Con 1

• Magic Arrow, Cal 2

• Grabby Vinces, Cal 3

• Root Wall, Cal 4

• Spirit Bear, Cal 5

Ranger 

Craft 5, Clarity 6

Craft
• Direction Sense, 2

• Hide in Wilderness, 5

Clarity
• Detect Traps, 1

• True Shot, 4

• Wolf Sidekick, 5
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Mage

Craft 5, Constitution 6

Constitution
• Mage, 6

Destruction Spells
• Magic Armor, Con 3

• Magic Strike, Con 5

General Spells
• Magic Bolt, Craft 2

Knight

Caliber 5, Courage 6

Courage
• Shield, 5

Caliber
• Cleave, 5

• Heavy Armor, 6

Paladin

Caliber 5, Courage 6

Courage
• Piety, 6

Caliber
• Heirloom Weapon, 4

• Cleave, 5

Holy Spells
• Protecting Aura, Cour 2

• Holy Fire, Cour 4
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9 Designing
Adventures

GENERALA is meant to run simple, 
classic dungeon crawl adventures. 
Although not definitive, what 
follows is a fairly standard dungeon 
crawl structure. 

1. Call to Adventure
The party are at an inn, drinking 
their last few coins away, when in 
walks a desperate townsperson 
looking for help. 

However you open your game, you 
must present the party with a clearly 
defined goal that is both direct and 
heroic - 

• Rescue the kidnapped children

• Eliminate the monsters that have 
been attacking the local cattle

• Recover the stolen macguffin

The quest should appeal to either 
the party’s sense of justice or their 
greed, preferably both. 

The introduction should also define 
where the dungeon will be set - is 
it inside of an ancient cave? What 
about a jungle ruin? Or maybe the 
party will be travelling through the 
temple crypts under the city. 

The design and atmosphere of all of 
your other elements, such as puzzles 
and decor, will grow organically out 
of the setting definition. 

2. Arrival, first combat
The party should face combat either 
just outside the dungeon or the 
moment they enter it. This combat 
shouldn’t be too dangerous, but it 
should be unavoidable. 

The opening combat serves two 
purposes - First, it helps the players 
begin to focus on the game. Second, 
the GM can use mid-level monsters 
to test three things - 

• Does the party roll enough 
damage dice to hurt creatures 
with high armor defense? 

• Do they roll enough attack dice to 
get through high armor ratings? 

• How much damage can the party 
members take from monsters? 

Try to guage your answers based on 
the party’s potential and not their 
actual results in this combat; smart 
players will be holding back this 
early on since they want to know 
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what they’re character is capable 
as much as you do. 

If the party either struggles or 
over-achieves in giving or taking 
damage, adjust your monsters 
accordingly. If your monsters are 
too strong, reduce their numbers, 
too week consider increasing the 
number of monsters.

Do not tweak monster stats to 
adjust difficulty unless it is a new 
monster. A monster’s stats should 
not change from game to game. 

3. The Road of Trials
After opening combat, the party 
should encounter three or four trials 
- puzzles, traps or easy combats. 
Keep trials varied and constant, 
with the party moving from one to 
the next without pause. 

Combat at this stage shouldn’t be 
too threatening, but should play 
heavily to the characters’ talents to 
lower the amount of limited attacks 
and special abilities the party will 
have in the next area.

Vary your puzzles and traps in 
design. It’s all right to use the 
classics - a checkerboard puzzle, 
a chest with a poison gas release 
- but any physical structure that 
causes the party to think about 
their next move can serve the 
same function as a puzzle, and any 

puzzle. Use terrain features that 
limit movement, especially during 
combat. Flora and fauna that cause 
damage make for great traps.  

Puzzles should delay the party, but 
not stop them completely. If a puzzle 
you’ve designed is particularly 
devious, provide clues, or even the 
answer, earlier in the dungeon. 
It’s also good idea to either give a 
puzzle more than one solution or to 
provide an alternate route around 
the puzzle - a puzzle with a single, 
difficult solution can bring the game 
to a halt if the party just aren’t 
thinking along the right lines. 

Traps should present the party with 
a choice - take the time and effort 
to detect and disable the trap, or 
pay a penalty. Traps should be 
injurious, but the more deadly a 
trap is, the more easy it should be 
to detect.

Avoid traps that would kill a healthy 
character in one shot, but don’t 
sweat it too much if the party are 
already too injured to survive.

4. Escalation
Next, present the party with two or 
three trials, similar in tone to the 
previous section but presenting 
much more risk. The combat should 
now be a threat to party’s safety. 
The traps should start causing 
serious injury. Puzzles should be 
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combined with combat or traps to 
increase tension.

The party should now have to start 
relying on their talents to a large 
degree and, if you’ve run the first 
section properly, their talent points 
will be limited.

5. Revelation
The party will finally arrive at a 
point where they discover what’s 
really going on. This is where 
they overhear the cultists’ true 
plan, or meet the evil wizard who 
monologues about the great plan.  

This revelation should be followed 
with combat against multiple mid-
level opponents. Make this fight 
more difficult with challenging or 
limiting terrain - start the players on 
a tall staircase, or make them cross 
a narrow bridge while fighting. 

6. Climactic Battle
There should always be a main 
evil to defeat - the evil wizard, the 
queen monster, or the summoned 
demon. This “boss” will either step 
into the previous battle near its end 
or will wait until the battle is over, 
then monologue before attacking 
the party themselves. 

Give the party another task to 
accomplish while this fight is 
happening - protect the children 

or remove the gem from the doom 
machine. This gives the non-
combat characters something to 
do while combat is going on. 

7. Denoument
The party wins (or doesn’t). They 
players either narrate how their 
characters wander back to town 
laden with new riches, or the Game 
Master narrates how the evil takes 
over everything. 
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10 Example
Monsters

Monsters require only a 
description, caliber (for movement 
and initiative), hit points, armor, 
and some abilities in order to be 
used in a game. 

Description
A monster’s description should 
give the players an idea of what to 
expect from the monster’s abilities. 
Be sure to describe any features 
that might give the monster an 
advantage during combat.

Caliber
The faster the monster, the higher 
its caliber should be. Most monsters 
will have a caliber of 3 or 4, but 
faster monsters may have a 5 or 6. 

Caliber determines not only the 
monster’s initiative roll, but also their 
move and save numbers. Unless 
otherwise noted in their description, 
monsters move at a rate of twice 
their caliber and save with a dice 
pool equal to half their caliber. 

Hit Points
The more hit points the monster 
has, the more attacks the party has 

to make against them. 

Choose low hit points (5-100) for 
creatures that attack (and die) in 
large numbers. 

Mid-level hit points (100-200) 
should be reserved for monsters 
that are or fight with the strength of 
humans but fight in lower numbers.

Dangerous creatures that can fight 
an entire party on their own should 
have high amounts of high points 
(200-500). 

Creatures that are so tough that 
the party should probably have 
some sort of assistance should 
have a massive amount of hit 
points (500+). 

Armor
Armor is less about increasing the 
monster’s defensiveness and more 
about increasing it’s apparent 
toughness. 

It’s not necessary to armor every 
creature. 

Armor Rating makes creatures 
harder to hit. If the monster is doing 
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little damage to the party, this can 
make the fight long and boring. If 
the monster is doing damage, it 
increases the number of times 
they can hit the party, making them 
more deadly. 

Be careful of using monsters with 
high AR numbers against parties 
whose heaviest hitters have low 
numbers of attack dice. An AR as 
low as 10 still makes a creature 
incredibly difficult to hit if the party 
has no abilties to overcome that; 
an AR of 10 raises the attack target 
to 30, meaning the attacker must 
be rolling at least 5 dice to have 
an even chance of succeeding. An 
AR of 30 would be impossible if 
the party didn’t have a particularly 
powerful figher and/or magic user. 

Armor Defense makes the creature 
a little more resilient to parties who 
throw lots of damage dice. Avoid 
using an AD above 20 if the party 

has no attacks doing 5 dice or 
more in damage.

Abilities
All monsters should have at least 
one attack ability. More dangerous 
creatures can have more attacks, 
or abilities that provide advantages 
during combat.

Attack abilities must have two 
numbers - attack dice and damage 
dice. Attack dice are rolled to hit, 
damage dice are rolled to damage. 
Distance attacks must also have a 
maximum range.

Loot
Keep a list of what items can be 
found if a character makes their 
search roll, with higher successes 
yielding better loot. Customize it to 
your current dungeon. 

Sample Monsters

Cultist

Normal humans who worship dark 
entities and do bad things.

CAL: 5 HP: 35 AR: 5 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Weapon Use - can use any normal 
1-handed weapon and attack at 4 dice.

Death Worm

A bright red worm up to five feet long. 
Attacks in groups of 4 to 10.  

CAL: 3 HP: 60 AR: 0 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Mandible Bite - 5 attack / 4 damage 
Acid slap - 6 attack / 4 damage, target’s 
armor AR is permanently reduced by 5 
each successful attack
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Gargoyle

Winged, stone monsters. 

CAL: 6 HP: 250 AR: 10 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Bite - 5 attack / 5 damage 
Claw - 6 attack / 4 damage 
Flight - Can move up to 5 times caliber.

Giant, Hill 

Dimwitted giants who frequent the hilly, 
rocky terrain at the base of mountains. 

CAL: 6 HP: 650 AR: 0 AD: 20 

Abilities:

Club - 5 attack / 7 damage

Kobold

Small, goblin-like creatures usually found 
in caves. They prefer to attack in groups, 
usually at least 2 per party member.  Arm 
themselves either with knives and short 
swords taken off of adventurers or with 
home made spears.

CAL: 3 HP: 20 AR: 0 AD: 10 

Abilities:

Bite - 5 attack / 3 damage 
Rough Weapon - 4 attack / 4 damage

Orc

The meanest of the humanoid races.

CAL: 5 HP: 75 AR: - AD: - 

Abilities:

Weapon Use - Can use any weapon and 
attack with 5 dice 
Armor Use - Can use any armor.

Rat, Giant

Giant rats are a staple creature in 
underground structures. 

CAL: 4 HP: 40 AR: 0 AD: 10 

Abilities:

Bite - 3 attack / 3 damage 
Disease Bite - Anyone taking more than 5 
points of damage from a giant rat bite is 
struck with the infectious wound poison.

Scorpion, Giant

Just like normal scorpions, but up to six 
feet long. 

CAL: 6 HP: 120 AR: 10 AD: 10 

Abilities:

Pinch - 4 attack / 5 damage 
Stinger - 5 attack / 3 damage, if the 
target takes more than 10 points of 
damage, they are struck with the strong 
venom poison. 

Skeleton

Animated skeletons. 

CAL: 5 HP: 60 AR: 10 AD: 20 

Abilities:

Weapon Use - can use any normal 
weapon and attack at 5 dice.

Spider, Giant

Just like ordinary spiders, but weighing 
20 or more pounds and leg spans greater 
than 8 feet. 

CAL: 6 HP: 50 AR: 0 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Bite - 4 attack / 4 damage 
Blinding Venom - Once every 4 rounds, 
may make a ranged attack, up to 30’, 
that functions as the blinding spray 
poison.
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Z’moj

Z’moj is a great, 3-headed dragon from 
the outer, fiery voids. 

HP: 550 AR: 20 AD: 20 

Abilities:

Bite - 7 attack / 5 damage 
Claw - 6 attack / 4 damage 
Extra Attack - Z’moj can make one claw 
attack against a single target within 
melee range, regardless of what other 
actions or attacks she has made this turn 
Fire Spray - 4 damage / 100’ - can be 
used once every 3 rounds. The hit is 
automatic unless the target makes a 
dodge roll at a +20 penalty. All creatures 
within 20’ of the target must also dodge 
at a +10 penalty or take 3 dice of 
damage. 

Zyke the Terrifying

Zyke is a powerful wizard from the 
southern coasts who has been 
reasearching dark magics in his lair. 

HP: 150 AR: 0 AD: 0 TP: 12

Abilities:

Minions - Zyke travels with no fewer 
than 2 minions per party member. The 
minions are stat’d as cultists. 
Magic - Zyke has 12 TP to spend casting 
any of the following magic spells -

Fireball 
Balefire 
Magic Bolt 
Magic Armor 
Stun
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11
The following dungeon is meant as 
a sample play for new GENERALA 
players to test out the system. It 
is best run with a group of 3-4 
players and 1 GM, but includes 
notes to scale for other numbers. 
The dungeon follows the format 
detailed in section 9. 

Numbered items correspond to 
numbers on the map.

Call to Adventure
The party are in a local pub, 
drinking away their last few 
gold pieces, when they begin to 
overhear a conversation between 
an increasingly distraught man and 
the bartender. The man, somewhat 
intoxicated, will continue to become 
more aggitated, and will drop lines 
such as, “it’s evil! Evil, I tell you!” 
and “they have so much gold down 
there, why do they need to steal 
children as well?”

If the party question the man, they 
will learn a few things - 

• The man’s name is Delrion. 

• His daughter, Amaris, has been 
brainwashed by a cult that 

worships an ancient barbarian 
god called Ad Mac’Mon. 

• The cult is popular with local 
wealthy families and has a large 
amount of gold stored in their 
underground complex.

• The complex is in part of an 
ancient ruined complex not far 
from town. 

• Delrion is an engineer who 
helped build the local sewers. 
He knows of another entrance 
into the complex that goes 
past their main entrance. It’s 
guarded, but not as heavily. 

• Amaris told him that the cult 
would soon be all dead. She 
wouldn’t elaborate. 

Beyond revealing these facts, 
Delrion will only sob and ask the 
party for help.

1. Entrace to the Sewers
Delrion will take the party to the 
entrance of the sewers, but no 
further. From a safe distance away, 
the party will be able to see a stone 
runoff collector - a semi-circular 

Sample Dungeon
The Cult of Ad MacMon
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half “bowl” of stone about 30’ across - 
against the stone face of a mountain. 
The entrance to the  sewers is on the 
back of the bowl. 

Outside of the bowl are cultists, 1 per 
party member. 
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Cultist

CAL: 5 HP: 35 AR: 5 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Weapon Use - can use any normal 
1-handed weapon and attack at 4 dice.

Search:

0 - strange blue gem 
20 - 1d gold 
30 - +2d gold 
40 - +1 healing potion, restores 3d 
50 - +1 magic potion, restores 3d craft TP

One cultist is standing alone 
near the entrance, the others are 
gathered together chatting some 
distance away. 

After the first round of combat, the 
cultist near the entrance will start 
running toward the entrance. He 
will enter the sewer after 1 turn if 
not stopped by the party. 

The sewer is low-ceilinged and 
slimy. An ankle-deep layer of still 
water lines the bottom of the 
tunnel; it is dirty brown with a 
purply-green sheen of oil on top. 

2. Guard Room
Here, another handful of cultists (.5 
cultists per party member, rounded 
up) are gathered around a table 
playing cards. If the first cultist 
escaped he ended up here and the 
cultists are on alert with the door is 
closed, otherwise the door is open 
and they are all relaxed. 

The room is a coverted section 

of tunnel. On the opposite wall is 
a door identical to the one in the 
entryway, but locked. One of the 
cultists is wearing a key. There is 
no added difficulty to pick the lock.

3. Side Tunnel
If the party opts to go further down 
the tunnel, they’ll find another 
tunnel where the water is moving a 
little faster. Halfway down, there’s a 
small (crawling height) shaft which 
brings them into area 4 around the 
cultist guards.

Before they can enter the shaft, 
however, they are attacked by a

Sewer Gator

CAL: 4 HP: 120 AR: 15 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Bite - 5 attack / 6 damage 
Roll - if a single target is struct for damage 
two rounds in a row, the gator can begin 
to “roll” on subsequent rounds. No attack 
need to be made, the rolled target may 
make a caliber check to escape, but may 
not dodge the attack. Rolling does 6d 
damage to the target each round, and 
rolled targets may not move. 

Search:

30 - 1d gold

4. Platform Room
This room is plain stone, and dusty 
- as if nobody’s been here in a long 
time. A 4’ x 4’ hole has collapsed 
on the left wall - inside the hole is a 
dirt hole filled with water. 
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5. Puzzle Area
A few wide, stone steps raise up 
to a platform on the far side of the 
room, leading to a smaller room and 
another door. The door is magically 
locked and cannot be picked.

On the floor is an 8-tiled artwork 
that looks like this  (print and cut 
out for use with miniatures). 

As the players walk across the tiles, 
if they step on any tile next to an 
open space, the tile (and character) 
will slide into the open space. 

Eventually, the party should 
discover that the tiles make a 
face. When the tiles are all aligned 
properly, the door opens. 
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Solution:

However, when the first tile is 
moved, the water in the pit in room 
4 begins to roil. A moment later 
crab creatures explode out of the 
hole and attack (one less than the 
number of party members).

Crab Creatures

Their bodies resemble crabs - six 
legs, round shells - but they’ve got a 
thorax, claws and head, like those of 
a lobster, sticking up where the crab’s 
head would be - sort of like a 4’ tall 
crabby centaur.

CAL: 5 HP: 80 AR: 20 AD: 0 

Abilities:

Pinch - 5 attack / 4 damage, -20 to the 
target’s AD 
Run - they move 4 times their caliber.

Search:

30 - 1d gold

If a crab monster lands on a tile 
next to an empty slot, the crab 
monster’s tile will slide.

6. Statue Area
The air in this area is murky and 
stale, as if it’s been here for 
centuries. Statues of the crab 
monsters line the walls. When any 
party member moves more than 
halfway across the room, one of 
the statues activates and attacks 
the party. Before the first statue is 
killed, more activate - 1 or 2 if the 
first crab was difficult to defeat, 3 
or 4 if not.

Stone Crab Creatures

Shaped like the real crab creatures, but 
6’ tall and made of stone.

CAL: 3 HP: 250 AR: 10 AD: 20 

Abilities:

Pinch - 5 attack / 4 damage, -10 to the 
target’s AD

If any of the party members is 
wearing one of the blue gems that 
the cultists carried, the statues will 
not attack them. 

7. Lightning Room
There is a column in the center of 
this room. At about chest height, 
there’s a hole through the center 
of the column with a key magically 
floating in the center of the hole. 

At the top of the column is a large 
blue gem which is slowly rotating. 
As it spins, it throws lightning bolts 
toward the floor below, the strike 
points rotate with the gem. 
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It is possible to dodge the lightning 
and run up and grab the key. If a 
party member takes this action, they 
must make a dodge roll at a +20 
difficulty, otherwise the hole snaps 
shut on their hand, trapping them. 
If this magical trap is triggered, the 
lightning stops rotating and the 
gem starts shooting bolts against 
either side wall, creating a barrier 
to the opposite side of the room. 

On the far side of the column are 
two levers - one stops the lightning, 
one releases the hole to its open 
state again.

If any party member is struck by 
lightning - either failing to dodge 
or being forced to walk through 
because someone triggered the 
key trap - they take 4d damage 
which goes past armor. 

The door on the far wall can be 
picked at a +10 difficulty. Only one 
attempt can be made before the 
lightning comes back around and 
another dodge must be made.

8. The Ravine
The door opens onto a small 
platform (barely large enough for 
the party). A stone bridge from this 
platform to another, 50’ or so away, 
has fallen into the ravine. 

The party can explore to find ways to 
cross the ravine (lasso stalagtites, 

bring the table from the guard 
room) or the party can climb down 
the ravine. If they climb down, they 
will find a drainage tunnel which 
brings them to section 11. 

9. Worshipper’s Hall
The door from the ravine is hidden 
flush with the wall on this side. Four 
cultists guard the door on the far wall.

In the other direction, the hallway 
reaches to the main worship area 
of the cult. 

10. Worship Platform
This platform is filled with worshippers 
in robes. They are praying softly. They 
ignore the party as they come in. 
Amaris is among them.

Two armed cultists stand watch at 
the entry of the walkway. 

Armed Cultist

CAL: 6 HP: 35 AR: 15 AD: 10 

Abilities:

Weapon Use - can use any normal 
1-handed weapon and attack at 4 dice.

Search:

0 - strange blue gem 
20 - 1d gold 
30 - +2d gold 
40 - +1 healing potion, restores 3d

The walkway traverses a lower 
cistern area (11) set 20’ lower than 
the platform. A ladder is set into 
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the wall at the base of the walkway.

There are cultists standing on the 
walkway all the way across, 10 
cultists or 15 if the party are doing 
well. If the party are doing very well, 
there are 2-4 armed cultists on the 
walkway as well. 

There are two large metal hatches 
on the far wall below the far 
platform (12). 

On the far platform (12) is a giant 
statue of a half-man/half-crab 
being. The Grand Crab Priest 
stands in front of this statue. 

Grand Crab Priest

CAL: 4 HP: 65 AR: 0 AD: 0 

Abilities: 

Magic - Zyke has 10 TP to spend casting 
any of the following magic spells -

Hold 
Blink  
Magic Bolt 
Heal

Search:

0 - key 
40 - +1 healing potion, restores 3d 
50 - +1 magic potion, restores 3d craft TP 
60 - +1 restore potion, restores 3d of 
an TP

The priest is flanked by four armed 
cultists.

As the party enter this room, the 
priest concludes his chanting - 

“and we hope that you accept our 

sacrifice and bring your children 
forth to end the reign of mankind.”

Then two of the armed cultists next 
to him move toward giant wheels 
next to the statue. As they turn the 
wheels, the hatches on the wall in 
section 11 begin to open and the 
cistern begins to fill with water. 

After one round, the cistern floor 
is covered with water. After two 
rounds, the water is 5’ high and 
crab creatures begin to emerge 
from the hatches at a rate of 2 
per round. 

At the end of the fifth round, the 
water is just a few feet below the 
platform and the worshippers begin 
throwing themselves into the water 
to be eaten by the crab beasts. 

There is a staircase behind the 
statue with a locked door at the 
top. The priest has the key. 

Behind the locked door is the 
priest’s private chambers. There 
are several pieces of travelling gear 
already packed with clothing and 
pouches of gold. 

There’s a desk here. A diary sits on 
the desk partially open - the page 
that is open reads - 

“Today we end it. The cult will reach 
its glorious ending, and everyone 
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who can identify me will be gone. 
I’ll be moving on with the remaining 
‘operating funds’ left over from our 
donations. Nobody will ever know 
what happened here.”

A hatchway hidden at the back of 
the quarters leads to an alleyway 
that attaches to the main street in 
the center of town.
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Like throwing lots of dice? Hate complicated 
character sheets and rules systems a mile 
long? Then Generala is the roleplaying 
game for you!

Based on the age-old dice game Yacht, 
in which players try to make poker hands 
with dice, Generala is a rules-light, super 
simple role-playing system designed to 
get you playing old school, hack and slash 
games quickly. Characters are created with 
a simple points-based system with easy-to-
learn powers, skills, and abilities that you get 
to choose - no character classes to make the 
game tough to play.

So grab a pile of dice and a couple of friends 
and get ready to trash nasties, delve dungeons, 
and throw lots of dice!


